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“The democratic nature of the Net, 

where eminent scientists and isolated 

crackpots can publish side by side, leads  

to wide variations in the quality of 

available information” (Rheingold, 263).

According to research done by the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) and Stanford University, teens tend to rely on  
the look and feel of online information to determine content 
credibility. As design software and image manipulation tools have 
become more available, average users can create content that  
looks professional and therefore trustworthy, however they may  
not be experts. Subtleties such as reserved tone, subdued color 
palette and balanced composition look professional to inexperienced 
teens who may interpret content as credible. 

The Internet, which many high school teens utilize for academic 
research, offers multiple perspectives. (Rich,1) The Internet 
also allows anyone to participate in public discourse, positioning 
amateurs and experts at the same level of credibility.  
The flattening of source credibility is called “side-by-sideness”  
and is problematic for teens with limited cognitive abilities and  
life experiences to judge what they see.

Four types of assessment are used specifically in online  
environments relating to credibility: relationships over time 
(experienced), third party recommendations (reputed), cultural  
or media based assumptions (presumed) and the look and feel  
of information (surface). (Fogg, 131) Through the development of  
online tools, my investigation seeks to assist students in critically 
sorting through complex visual information and evaluate the 
credibility of multiple perspectives. 

ABSTRACT
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credibility: In the case of visual language, 

the perception of believability. 

visual language: The formal attributes of 

content that always add meaning to image 

and text.

source material: The Internet has changed 

the way we evaluate sources. Print media 

typically originates with one authoritative 

source, an author or editor. Online  

content often has multiple sources. 

One example is the online collective 

encyclopedia Wikipedia that allows anyone 

to be a contributing source. 

informal learning environment: A-typical 

learning environment. My thesis explores 

an unsupervised  and self-motivated 

approach to school-related research. 

Informal learning represents a shift in 

control from the teacher to the student. 

Students may have more authority  

over their process and rely on peers  

for feedback. 

critical: The analysis and interpretion of 

visual information when interacting online, 

in addition to making judgments. 

Research Question
How can online interfaces encourage students to analyze, interpret 
and judge the credibility of visual language? 

Sub-Questions
What aspects of visual language and source material inform 
and educate students to the credibility of information? 

What online activities encourage students to critically 
analyze the visual language they view, create or alter in 
informal learning environments?

In what ways does understanding the history of an image inform 
a student’s ability to critically analyze visual language?

INTRODUCTION



Out of the 62 students polled, 40 

(roughly 65%) search image content 

before text content. Often these image 

searches remove content from their 

original website context. (Appendix A)

Conceptual Framework
My research focuses on the intersection of participatory culture, 
design and education, where emerging technologies exploit teenage 
desire to explore, to share and learn. 

Digital Natives
Teens are aware that people skew content to serve their rhetorical 
aims online and that content may be manipulated, but teens lack 
the tools and skills to assess the level of fabrication and resulting 
implications. Urs Gasser and John Palfrey, authors of Born Digital: 
Understanding the First Generation of Digital Natives, label the 
generation born after 1980, “digital natives”. They explain that this 
unique generation’s lifelong exposure to online technologies has 
lead to viewing digital information as malleable. Teens do not view 
technology simply as a tool or a means to an end. They sometimes 
view the technology as the end in itself. Earlier generations thought 
that “communicating through the media was something, in large 
part, done to you, not by you” (Tapscott, 88). 

Digital natives understand and accept online environments, feel 
part of the technology and desire to interact more independently. 
“They begin to develop self-reliance at an early age: they can find 
what they want and what they need quickly, easily and honestly” 
(Tapscott, 87). Teens respect other teens and are less likely to look 
to their parents or teachers for guidance. Some teens, as they move 
into more specialized areas of internet usage, rely on experts they 
discover online who are outside their known peer groups. (Boyd,29) 
Although a highly skeptical generation, these teens lack the 
cognitive ability to analyze, interpret and judge complex information 
online. One 14-year-old boy stated that “One of the problems on 
the Net is that you never know what’s real and who’s telling the 
truth” (Tapscott,100). Teens are constantly evaluating what they 
see online. “Because of the anonymity, accessibility, diversity and 
ubiquity of the net, children must continually authenticate what 
they see or hear on the web” (Tapscott, 75). 

Educational Technology
Educational technology that incorporates online resources provides 
teens the means to find multiple points of view on a subject. 
Textbooks go out of date quickly and provide one point of view on a 
subject that of an author, editor, committee or publishing company. 
Widely available high speed internet connections have created the 
conditions for abundant online information from diverse points of 
view. Educators now have a challenging opportunity to teach subjects 
such as history from current, multi-faceted points of view. As new 
media is integrated into classrooms, textbooks and other old media 
do not disappear. The most successful technological integration  
in classrooms supports a convergence of old and new media.  
For example, in Ken Ellis’s video, Media Smarts: Kids Learn How to 
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Navigate the Multimedia World, teachers use a variety of old and new 
media resources, including textbooks, newspapers, posters, film and 
online tools to teach about media literacy. This media convergence 
helps students make a bridge between real-world problems and those 
created in the classroom. 

Social networking in education has been researched extensively 
over the past ten years, pointing to the value of independent peer-
to-peer learning experiences. Online environments offer teens a 
space to converse with their peers without being scrutinized by 
adults. Independently, teens propel some of these social spaces 
into learning environments. Despite the lack of direct supervision by 
teachers, there is no doubt that these spaces can result in learning. 

Media Literacy
Much work in the field of media literacy has been done by Edutopia, 
The George Lucas Educational Foundation; Henry Jenkins of MIT; 
Danah Boyd of Microsoft’s New England Research & Development 
Center; and others sponsored by the John D. and Catherine T. 
MacArthur Foundation’s initiative on Digital Media and Learning. The 
term “media literacy” encompasses many diverse fields of research, 
therefore needs clarification. Traditional media literacy addresses 
the need to educate teens and adults about the ways in which media 
images affect our interpretation and understanding of television, 
newspapers, magazines, advertising and the other popular culture 
media we confront everyday. Media literacy also addresses the need 
to understand how new media and one’s participation in online 
culture works. These new skill sets are often referred to as “digital 
literacies” or “new media literacy.” 

Online Credibility
Determining credibility of online content is a complex task for 
anyone. The internet lacks the editorial vetting found in print 
media and, therefore, trustworthiness is not guaranteed. Original 
sources are often buried under trails of links and commentary. User 
search paths and entry into information defines the context of the 
experience. Contextual relationships between things such as links 
and supporting articles become important online due to users’ 
reliance on more than one source. Credibleness is not a search  
for truth, but the perception of believability. Trust between the 
audience and a source can eventually evolve into a strong positive 
credibility assessment. 

Collective Intelligence
“No one knows everything, everyone knows something, all knowledge 
resides in humanity” (Levy, 14). Collective intelligence is founded 
on the idea that together people are smarter and can accomplish 
more than they can operating alone. In online environments, this 
ideology has led to many diverse learning communities. Digg, Flickr 



In 1990, the New York based company, 

Channel One News began broadcasting 

in public schools across the country. 

The news programming targets teens in 

schools. Middle school and high school 

students watch a twelve-minute news 

broadcast brought to them by sponsors. 

On channelone.com, the company 

states, “Our mission is to spark debate 

and discussion among teens, and also 

discussion between young people and their 

parents and educators, on the important 

issues affecting young people in America” 

(channelone.com). While their mission 

may be to facilitate discussion, it should 

be noted that their service is not free. 

Much of the criticism of Channel One 

questions integrating advertising into 

learning environments. Parents, educators 

and activists take issue with children 

being forced to watch advertisements 

while in school — an environment in which 

the goal is to learn. Channel One has, like 

most media sources, evolved to include an 

online component in which students may 

engage without the infrastructure of a 

class to assist in analyzing the experience.

and Wikipedia are well known examples. The boundaries between 
authors and readers, designers and audiences blur as knowledge and 
information are not singularly authored, but co-created through 
collaborative efforts. In the early days of Wikipedia, critics were 
highly skeptical about trusting a collaborative, unsupervised and 
voluntary collection of information. While Wikipedia is still not 
as respected as other traditional academic sources, it is gaining 
credibility as it adds features such as edit notes and references 
that indicate who added what information and when. “As Wikipedia 
has gained popularity, it has been cited increasingly more often in 
the press as a secondary source for additional reading, but it has 
also been cited directly as a source on historical facts and figures” 
(Lih, 9). In addition, The New York Times has started using images 
photographed and uploaded by Flickr users.

Reflective Cognition
Cognitive Psychologist Donald Norman defines reflective cognition 
as criticality, questioning and deep thinking, as compared 
to experiential cognition where normalized behavior guides 
understanding. Thomas Cottle author of Mind FIelds: Adolescent 
Consciousness in a Culture of Distraction, discusses the role of 
narrative in media and how it challenges reflective thinking. Cottle 
states, “In the media’s implicit advocacy of narrative thought and 
perpetuation of the notion that seeing is believing, adolescents  
are being taught not to reason logically or undertake disciplined  
self-reflection, although these disciplines are precisely what they 
require as they attempt to understand the nature of their being” 
(Cottle, 116). 

Websites targeting teens are habitually designed to be experiential 
and not much more. Priority is placed on creating highly dynamic 
content that will “engage” students, often leaving educational 
goals behind. Channelone.com aired a second-level story about the 
2008 presidential race between Senator John McCain and Senator 
Barack Obama juxtaposed to an advertisement for The Cheetah 
Girls. (figure 1) The advertisement on the right, with it’s vivid colors and 
fast animation, opens up and visually takes over the space, literally 
covering the article. What happens to a student’s ability to reflect 
when this type of activity is going on? Yes, teens may be engaged, 
but are they able to focus and evaluate the campaign issues 
presented in the article? Norman worries that schools increasingly 
look for ways to attract the attention of students, but may miss 
the larger goal of assisting students in reflective thinking. “Alas, 
our educational system is more and more trapped in an experiential 
mode: the brilliant inspired lecturer, the prevalence of prepackaged 
films and videos to engage the student, the textbooks that follow 
a predetermined sequence. We strive to keep our students engaged 
in our schools by entertaining them. This is not the road toward 
reflection” (Norman, 17). As educational technology and online 
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resources are integrated into learning environments, whether 
formally or informally, the need to create the conditions  
for reflective cognition online increases. Amid the distractions  
of advertising and highly visual animated headers, how can teens 
think reflectively? 

Matthew Eastin, from The University of Texas at Austin, states 
that “While much is understood about how and why children use 
online resources, very little is currently known regarding how these 
resources are perceived” (Eastin, 30). Teens face more challenges 
online than adults because they are basing decisions and judgments 
on limited life experiences. Adults have the experience to make 
comparisons and informed decisions about who and what to trust 
online. Teens are often left to sort through the complex landscape 
without a guiding compass. As online environments become more 
complex, the cognitive challenges increase. “Lacking a reference 
base can create confusion and lead to inaccurate interpretations” 
(Eastin, 30). Teens lack the skills to manage and organize extreme 
amounts of complex information that they confront online. When an 
average Google search returns millions of results, the challenge is 
knowing which results may be credible. 

figure 1, channelone.com



figure 2
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Critical Thinking 
Once a student is in a reflective mode of thinking, they may begin to 
exhibit critical thinking skills. Robert Ennis defines critical thinking 
as “reasonable reflective thinking that is focused on deciding what 
to believe or do” (Ennis, 10). He created a taxonomy of critical 
thinking skills. The dispositions “analyzing arguments”, “seeking 
clarification”, “judging the credibility of a source”, “making value 
judgments” and “observing and judging observation reports” are also 
key to determining credibility online. Developing critical thinking 
skills is essential for teens as they move into adulthood and face 
independent decision making. If the move towards independence 
exposes students only to approved sources, they may not have 
the ability to think critically on their own. Providing teens with a 
learning space that is a transition from controlled school situations 
to the independent situations they will soon encounter as young 
adults gives them a better chance to independently hold a critical 
perspective. 

When engaging with textbooks, students are not asked to be critical. 
The textbook Concepts and Challenges in Life Sciences asks the 
question: “Why is the metric system easy to use?” The line directly 
above the question states, “The metric system is easy to use because 
there is a simple relationship between the units in the system.” 
(figure 2) (Peterson, 123) This type of teaching tool demands very little 
criticality and relies on rote repetition. 

Understanding
Memorizing and repeating content does not require that students 
truly comprehend that content. Understanding is required to think 
critically. Grant P. Wiggins and Jay McTighe state that “understanding 
is not one achievement but several, and it is revealed through 
different kinds of evidence” (Wiggins and McTighe, 82). They 
proffer six facets of understanding. If a student can (1) explain, 
(2) interpret, (3) apply, (4) have perspective, (5) empathize and 
(6) have self-knowledge then they have achieved understanding. 
(ibid,84) The example from Concepts and Challenges in Life Sciences 
requires none of these facets of understanding. 



Why is this project worth doing? 
American teens spend vast amounts of time online participating 
in social networking sites, creating blogs, exploring, collecting 
information, doing homework, reading and writing. A recent article 
in The New York Times interviewed several teens and found that 
many preferred reading and researching online because they “crave 
the ability to quickly find different points of view on a subject 
and converse with others online” (Rich). According to a study 
done in 2005 by the US Department of Education, roughly 94% of 
instructional classrooms have internet access compared to only 3% 
connected in 1994. (US Department of Education) Online access is 
not only used for instructional support. 71% of online teens used the 
Internet as the primary source for major school projects or reports. 
(Lenhart, 44) The rapid growth in usage results in great shifts in our 
social and cultural behaviors. Now educators must ask themselves, 
how are online resources used and understood by students? 

The ways in which teens interact with media change rapidly. 
Education should reflect these changes in behavior. Access to  
online media merits pedagogical shifts for two main reasons. 

First, teens interact in online environments independently. More 
and more, children engage with media on their own, without the 
involvement of their parents. A 1999 study done by The Kaiser Family 
Foundation found that almost nine out of ten U.S. households have 
two or more television sets, and about half of all children have a 
television in their bedroom. (Roberts, 6) When teens use technology 
in the privacy of their own bedrooms, parents lose the ability to 
supervise activities. Wireless handheld devices bring the challenges 
of independence to the forefront as adolescent use accelerates in 
formal and informal settings. In 2007, 84% of teens owned at least 
one mobile device; a laptop, cell phone or PDA (personal digital 
assistant). (Lenhart, 30 )

Second, online environments offer multiple perspectives and diverse 
narratives, but not all content goes through a rigorous editorial 
process. This lack of screening is a challenge for teens when they are 
trying to determine who and what to trust online. 

Focusing on students who now have access to the global stage 
through exposure to media in their educational and home 
environments, educators need to ensure they have the necessary 
skills and tools to participate critically.
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Professor Matthew Eastin points out 

that Piaget’s research on cognition has 

been criticized for being overly general. 

(Eastin, 31) 

Who is this project for? 
I am focusing on teens with computer access and an internet 
connection who are already actively engaged online. My goal is not to 
encourage students to participate in online environments, rather to 
learn and hold critical perspectives while participating. 

I am focusing on children aged twelve through adolescence who  
are in the formal operational stage of cognitive development 
according to Jean Piaget. The formal operational stage marks a  
shift towards abstract thinking and developing hypotheses — the 
point at which children “are able to fully understand the causes  
and effects of behavior, and to position logical arguments based  
on available concrete or abstract information” (Eastin, 32). 
According to Piaget, the ability to think abstractly allows for 
connections between related concepts — some of which are not 
present, to become visible. Professor Matthew Eastin states:

The most effective credibility judgments will be made  
as youth advance through the formal operational stage,  
when they have the ability to reason beyond information 
presented (i.e., as they develop the ability to examine 
implicit and explicit credibility cues) and to make logical 
arguments based on the totality of information available. 
Thus, credibility assessment curricula are likely to be  
most effective for children in the formal operational stage,  
given their ability to engage in abstract thought and to 
generalize logical principles across information-seeking 
contexts (Eastin, 34).

I have investigated a set of tools that would be transferable to 
many contexts. The content I have chosen ranges from academia to 
popular culture. For the purposes of this investigation I have focused 
on content that teens may find when researching online for a course 
initiated project. I am particularly interested in how online interfaces 
and interactions affect school-based research, so have chosen not 
to address media literacy as pertaining to advertising. Extensive 
research has been done regarding teens and advertising, whereas the 
topic of online research and journalistic credibility with teens is just 
beginning to emerge. 
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Why is this a design problem?
Research shows that teens look at image and video searches before 
they even get to a text-based search. (Helft, 1; Ito, Horst, Bittani, 
Boyd, Herr-Stephenson, Lange, Pascoe, Robinson, 22; Appendix A) 
The creation, reproduction and distribution of online information 
is no longer limited to text-based content. A traditional diagram 
of the message cycle places the audience only in the perception 
and consumption areas. Previously and sometimes currently, 
design is situated only in the creation and reproduction areas. 
Digital media, online access and current trends invite participatory 
audiences to operate in every step of the message cycle. (figure 3) 
Readily available, free online tools are no longer a fiction. Picnik.
com (figure 4) allows users to create and share visual information 
that may look very professional and therefore credible to teens. 
These new developments indicate the need to teach about visual 
language. In schools, students are not taught how to be critical when 
engaging with visual language in the same way that they are taught 
to evaluate verbal and written language. The arts tend to focus on 
creativity while English-based classes focus primarily on the written 
word, rather than on text and imagery, motion or sound. As more 
and more people become visual communicators, new skill sets are 
required to analyze the visual communication. 

figure 4, picnik.com
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Genres of teen participation
The collaborative white paper by Mizuko Ito et al, Living and Learning 
with New Media, states two types of motivation for teen activity 
online: friendship driven and interest driven. (figure 5) I focus on the 
interest driven activities where the activity does not depend on 
friendship. Student interest is the catalyst, and while friendships 
may develop, the activity is not dependent on it. Friendship driven 
activities tend to incorporate only those individuals within a teen’s 
circle of classmates, siblings, peers or mentors. Self-directed 
motivation and the extrinsic motivation imposed by a teacher 
or parent yields differences in behavior. Teens are more active in 
determining credibility when the activity is self-motivated. My 
thesis speculates that online tools would be used independently 
by teens, motivated by personal interest as they execute research 
activities. My studies utilize the three genres of teen participation 
described in Living and Learning with New Media. “Hanging out”, 
“messing around” and “geeking out” (figure 6) are three fuzzy genres of 
teen participation. Typically one type of behavior leads to the next, 
beginning with hanging out and moving towards geeking out. 

My thesis exists in the messing around and geeking out genres. 

Unlike hanging out, in which the desire is to maintain 
social connections to friends, messing around represents 
the beginning of a more intense, media-centric form of 
engagement. When messing around, young people begin to 
take an interest in and focus on the workings and content of 
the technology and media themselves, tinkering, exploring, 
and extending their understanding. Some activities that we 
identify as messing around include looking around, searching 
for information online, and experimentation and play with 
gaming and digital media production (Ito, Horst, Bittani, 
Boyd, Herr-Stephenson, Lange, Pascoe, Robinson, 20). 

While messing around includes both friendship and interest driven 
motivations, this genre is a bridge to the more specialized online 
spaces teens participate in while geeking out. While messing around, 
teens may take a teacher-given task to another level and pursue 

CONDITIONS



Co-construction means that teens are 

playing a role in shaping the information 

and experience in contrast to finalized 

information in one-size-fits all learning 

experiences.

their own interests above and beyond the minimal requirements. 
(Ibid, 23) Geeking out behaviors are primarily interest driven where 
teens independently seek out information. The language of geeking 
out is particularly intriguing because teens use the phrase “geeking 
out” when referring to overt excitement about a new crush. The 
same level of enthusiasm and excitement is found in the way they 
behave online regarding esoteric knowledge in the geeking out 
genre. “Contrary to popular images of the socially isolated geek” the 
researchers describe, “almost all geeking out practices we observed 
are highly social and engaged, although not necessarily expressed 
as friendship-driven social practices. Instead, the social worlds 
center on specialized knowledge networks and communities that are 
driven by specific interests and a range of social practices for sharing 
work and opinions” (Ibid, 28). Co-construction becomes vital in the 
geeking out genre. Teens operating in this genre want to be a part 
of the information and not just receive it. They seek out tools and 
environments that allow them to be a part of the experience rather 
than passive spectators. Teens value feedback and commentary 
from users other than the original author, especially other teen 
users. “Interest-based communities that support geeking out have 
important learning properties that are grounded in peer-based 
sharing and feedback” (Ibid, 31).

Facing credibility assessment alone
Teens often face credibility assessment alone. Teens engage with 
media more independently through the use of laptops and wireless 
handheld devices. The amount of texting and online activity with 
handheld devices by teens is staggering. As technology becomes 
more integrated into everyday life, the ability for teens to 
independently navigate online resources with a critical perspective 
is crucial. Judgments are made all of the time, both consciously 
and unconsciously, but are often made without thinking through 
the problem. One of my goals is to raise awareness about making 
judgments and to promote active assessment. 
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The original book, Persuasive Technology, 

published by B.J. Fogg uses the term 

“earned”, but subsequent articles 

and expanding research use the term 

“experienced.” 

I argue that television and newspapers 

should be just as scrutinized as other 

content such as that found online. 

Television news and newspapers may go 

through an editorial process, but the 

audience seldom knows who is responsible 

for the editorial voice. 

Four types of credibility assessment
Researcher B.J. Fogg at Stanford University cites four types of 
credibility assessment that relate to human computer interaction: 
reputed, presumed, experienced and surface. (figure 7) 

Reputed credibility is “the extent to which a person believes someone 
or something because of what third parties — people, media, or 
institutions — have reported” (Fogg, 135). This type of assessment 
is common in online environments, and can be based on links from 
one website to another, user commentary and expert endorsements. 
Many graphic designers find the weblog designobserver.com to be 
credible and will, therefore, find the cite’s suggested links credible, 
assuming the editors will not post a link that is not trustworthy and 
they take on responsibility of credibility assessment.

Presumed credibility is “the extent to which a person believes 
someone or something because of general assumptions in the 
person’s mind” (Fogg, 132). Media based assumptions are common 
and some users trust online information without much thought.  
How many times have you asked someone, “Where did you hear 
that?” and get the response, “Online”? “Defaulting to a medium-
based judgment is perhaps cognitively less demanding than other 
strategies … Assessments at the level of medium are crude, and 
while they may be appropriate for government or industry related 
content such as that offered through television and newspapers, 
they may not be appropriate for online content that is freely offered, 

PRESUMED REPUTED

EXPERIENCED

Culturally based assumptions. 
Media based assumptions.

Third party recommendations.
Links, personal endorsements, etc.

First hand experiences.
Relationships over time.

SURFACE
Initial reaction to the look and feel.

FOUR TYPES 
OF CREDIBILITY 
ASSESSMENT

figure 7



altered by anyone with technological access and skill, and subjected 
to no or very little governmental regulation” (Eastin, 39). Audiences 
often assume that what they are able to see is true and find 
photography and video to be mirrors of reality rather than glimpses 
of perceived realities. This trust in photography and video shifts as 
digital natives become aware that imagery may be manipulated. 
Culturally based assumptions also influence presumed credibility 
assessment. A common assumption is that doctors and teachers are 
all credible and trustworthy because of their professional affiliation. 
Many designers presume the information provided by designobserver.
com to be credible because the editors are well-known and respected 
within the profession. Even if the content on the weblog remained 
the same, credibility assessment would change if the editors were 
not well-respected designers. In addition, if the same content was 
presented in a “zine” format, printed with old low-budget technology 
on newsprint, the credibility assessment would change. New 
technology is often associated with credibility because it assumes 
that the creator has a high level of skill. 

Experienced credibility is based on user experience over time and 
is perhaps the strongest type of assessment as it depends on the 
development of a user’s experience with one source. People develop 
strong relationships with newspapers and tend to read the same 
paper for decades. Although a strong bond develops, a break in trust 
over falsified documents, manipulated imagery or plagiarism, would 
greatly alter the perception of credibility and trust would need to be 
earned back over time. Experiences vary among audiences, but being 
aware of others’ experiences can play a role in personal assessment. 
If I trust someone, I may trust his or her recommendation based on 
nothing other than their personal experience. 

Surface assessment refers to initial reactions to the look and 
feel of information and is the fastest and most common type of 
assessment. The study, “How Do Users Evaluate the Credibility of 
Web Sites? A study with over 2,500 participants” found that 74% 
of participants relied primarily on the design of the website to 
determine credibility. (Fogg, Soohoo, Danielson, Marable, Stanford, 
Tauber, 5) The participants stated that credibility was signaled by 
cues such as a “balanced composition of information” and “soothing 
color palettes.” 

These four types of credibility assessment are not clear cut.  
Reputed credibility starts to affect experienced credibility and 
presumed credibility plays a role in surface credibility. With surface 
based assessments, users also incorporate media based assumptions 
about the perceived “truth” of photos and videos. 
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In The MAIN Model: A Heuristic Approach to Understanding Technology 
Effects on Credibility, S. Shyam Sundar discusses this reliance on 
surface characteristics and provides specific examples. (Sundar 74 
– 84) Websites that look participatory may signal consensus around 
a topic and lead to the assumption of credibility. When looking on 
a web-based forum, the number of comments may signal that the 
thread is more credible, regardless of the commentary content. 
An article may be judged, at first glance, based on its length: 
more words indicate more research and therefore suggests greater 
credibility. Additionally, “old media” judgments rely on the presumed 
trust of traditional media such as newspapers and printed books. If 
a website has visual cues that evoke newspapers, users may find it 
more credible. Judgments also take place in virtual environments. 
When the sense of reality is so real, users make positive credibility 
assessments because they have a sense of being in the environment. 
This can also be found in video games, where the blurring between 
reality and virtual reality is extreme. Seemingly basic, the idea of 
“coolness” is relevant in a digital world that becomes more exciting 
to teens everyday. Young audiences may be especially smitten with 
“cool” features such as highly visual animation, and therefore, 
quicker to make a positive surface assessment regarding the 
credibility.

When messing around and geeking out online teens rely on the look 
and feel of information to determine credibility. While the internet 
gives us the ability to find multiple perspectives, it also requires 
more care when determining credibility. 

So, whether we like it or not, the so-called surface features 
of the interface likely have a profound influence on youths’ 
assessment of credibility. The general tendency among 
researchers appears to be to find ways to focus youth on the 
content and away from these structural features so that 
they can make ‘real’ and ‘accurate’ credibility assessments. 
The truth, however, is that these surface features are 
what hold youth’s interest and what attract them to these 
technologies in the first place. So, it would probably be a 
wasteful endeavor to devise ways of getting them to ignore 
the very thing they are attracted to; if anything, it is likely 
to be counterproductive. Instead, a more inclusive strategy 
would be to seek methods for harnessing these technological 
features for leading youth toward making accurate credibility 
evaluations (Sundar, 76).



figure 8

figure 10 , thekingcenter.com

figure 9

figure 11, martinlutherking.org
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This Martin Luther King Junior example is 

also discussed in Challenges to Teaching 

Credibility Assessment in Contemporary 

Schooling by Frances Jacobson Harris.

Information overload: How do teens 

cope with all of this information?

Print media offers a beginning and an  

end, a front and back cover to mark  

the experience. The internet is infinite,  

but there are limits to what teens can  

take in and understand. Most research  

on information anxiety focuses on  

adults, whereas affects on teens are  

just now beginning to be explored. 

Researchers have found that “One of  

the primary reasons to be concerned  

about too much information being 

accessible to young people is the 

possibility of negative effects on  

decision-making” (Gasser and Palfrey, 

192).Balance needs to be struck between 

getting enough contextual information  

to make credibility assessments and 

getting too much information that can 

overwhelm and paralyze a teen’s ability  

to think critically.

 Examples that teens face
“For purposes of credibility assessment, the Web’s very strengths 
are also its weaknesses—its rapid rate of change, the level playing 
field it provides for all types of information, the hyper-textual 
format that blurs distinctions among documents, and its very size 
and scope” (Harris, 163).

A Google search for Martin Luther King Junior, yields over twenty 
million results. (figure 8) All results appear to be visually the same. The 
search engine provides no categorization similar to what teens are 
familiar with in libraries that signal fiction, non-fiction, biography, 
etc. No visual cues inform students how to approach the information. 
The same image search calls up ample visual information, but lacks 
contextual details: no information about who created a photo, when 
it was taken, what the motivations were behind its creation or if it 
was digitally manipulated. (figure 9)

Included in the first five listings are www.thekingcenter.com (figure 10) 

and www.martinlutherking.org. (figure 11) Both websites have the visual 
characteristics users attribute to credibility: soothing color palettes 
and balanced compositions. However, www.martinlutherking.org 
is actually a website promoting white supremacy and conspiracy 
theories. Google ranking algorithms play a role in this hierarchy as 
well. Many librarians use the www.martinlutherking.org website to 
teach online media literacy and, therefore, link to the website. As 
more users link to a website, it moves to the top levels of Google, 
making it even more available to teens. Researchers call this 
phenomenon “side-by-sideness.” … “where eminent scientists 
and isolated crackpots can publish side by side” and that leads to 
“wide variations in the quality of information...Authenticating that 
a resource is the definitive, unedited version is next to impossible” 
(Rheingold, 263).



The image below (figure 12) appeared when searching the phrase,  
“Is global warming real?”, with no reference to a photographer, why 
the shot was taken or if it had been altered. Imagine how this image 
would influence interpretations if the sky was originally blue and not 
this doomsday orange.

figure 12, whywhosupportseco.com
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Formal representation of media, social perceptions of media, the 
history of an image and context in which images were created
“The embodying of concepts, ideas and emotions in a symbolic form 
which can be transmitted and meaningfully interpreted is what we 
mean by the practices of representation” (Hall, 10).

An image is captured in a black and white photograph (versus color), 
has a specific angle, crop, contrast level, etc. Stuart Hall calls this 
formal embodiment representation. It is the way an idea is given 
body and re-presented in order to facilitate a shared understanding 
and communication. “Representation is an essential part of the 
process by which meaning is produced and exchanged between 
members of a culture. It does involve the use of language, of signs 
and images which stand to represent things” (Hall, 15). 

Visual language is an abstract mediation among people and 
everyone perceives messages differently. The only way that formal 
representation leads to communication is if the communicators 
share cultural and social proclivities. For example, in the image of 
the smoke stacks (figure 12), some people may simply see a photo of a 
factory. To others, the image may signify that factories are the cause 
of pollution in America and that corporations are largely responsible 
for global warming. 

Today, in 2009, an image of Martin Luther King Junior represents 
honor, strength and strong moral character. The same image had 

image

context

form

perceptions history



Participatory journalism changes 

this reliance on one or two images, as users 

upload and share journalistic images.

very opposite meanings in the 1950’s. Social perceptions surrounding 
representation are critical to understand in order to make an 
individual interpretation. Images and culture affect one another 
symbiotically. Many previous generations perceived photography as 
truth and did not acknowledge that the photographic representation 
could result in varying interpretations. Over time, shared social 
perceptions lead to defining the history of an image. An image may 
become a part of iconic memory and begin to stand for something 
else entirely. 

In 1994, both Time Magazine and Newsweek featured OJ Simpson 
on their covers. (figures 13,14) Newsweek uses the original OJ Simpson 
mug shot. The more conservative Time Magazine opted to darken 
the image of Simpson, a formal choice that greatly alters the social 
perception of the image. By darkening his face and creating a dark 
glow around him, the photo feels ominous. 

A 2002 photograph of then President George W. Bush aligns his head 
with the heads of illustrious presidents carved on Mt. Rushmore. 
(figures 15) This formal decisions — the crop, the angle, the hierarchy 
— play into social perceptions. The image connotes that Bush is of 
equal moral and historical significance. This photograph will be the 
image that is remembered throughout history, rather than another 
photograph, taken at the same time. (figure 16) A single image is often 
chosen by the media to represent an event, and through the repeated 
use, social perceptions are reinforced. Even before an image is 
manipulated in software, framing is employed. The image choices 
made by photographers and staff capturing the event greatly affects 
the outcome in public perception. Framing is not recognized as much 
as software manipulation when judging the credibility of a single 
image, but has equal power to sway perception. 

These known examples represent just a few of the many that exist 
online. A recent New York Times video Sex, Lies and Photoshop, states 
that almost every image used in advertising or media goes through 
twenty to thirty rounds of manipulation. Four different models 
were used to construct one “perfect” model for a Lucky Magazine 
cover. (figure 17) We have come to expect image manipulations from 
advertising, but not from journalism where truth is expected. In a 
recent dispute between Fox News and The New York Times, Fox News’ 
Fox & Friends aired digitally altered photographs of two New York 
Times’ staffers. (figures 18,19) The newsmen were depicted with receding 
hairlines, yellowed teeth and exaggerated facial features. Fox 
News did not reveal that they had altered the photos. The formal 
representation of the images we see in news media, advertising and 
general communication shape our perceptions in the same ways 
as written rhetoric does, yet students are not trained to analyze 
visual language. The visual characteristics of messages affect 
the interpretation, but are often viewed as trivial by school policy 

figure 13

figure 14
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makers and therefore not addressed. “Most schools treat the 
written word as the only means of communication worthy of study 
and as a consequence students remain poorly equipped to think 
critically about, and express themselves through, the media they are 
immersed in everyday” (Media Smarts: Kids Learn How to Navigate 
the Multimedia World, :40).

figure 16

figure 15, AP

figure 17, Sex, Lies and Photoshop, 1:02figure 19, New York Times editor Steven Reddicliffe. 
Photos altered by Fox News’ Fox & Friends, July 2, 2008. Photo comparison via mediamatters.org

figure 18, New York Times reporter Jacques Steinberg. 
Photos altered by Fox News’ Fox & Friends, July 2, 2008. Photo comparison via mediamatters.org
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A fifteen year old, Alex, is like many other teens; curious, creative 
and very engaged online. She maintains a photoblog to get feedback 
from peers, is highly active on facebook, manipulates images on 
picnik.com, creates visual presentations using images from the 
internet and uses the internet to find information. She can be found 
hanging out, messing around and geeking out in the school lab, at 
home on her desktop or in her room on her internet-connected ipod 
touch. Alex is a highly visual and intelligent teen, but due to her age, 
she has limited life experiences to base credibility judgements. How 
does she know who and what is credible online? My project explores 
tools that would assist Alex in facing credibility assessment when 
researching visual content online.

SCENARIO



figure 23, each quadrant of the tool allows the  
teens to access a different learning environment.

figure 22, tool in active state
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For grades 9 – 12, this objective includes: 

Synthesizing a variety of  types of visual 

information  including pictures and 

symbols when researching a topic.

Using a variety of news sources to gather 

information for  research purposes.

Making extensive use of primary sources 

when researching  a topic and makes 

careful consideration of the motives  

and perspectives of the authors of  

those sources.

Making in-depth analyses of the 

validity and reliability of primary source 

information and uses information 

accordingly in reporting on a research 

topic.

Synthesizing information from multiple 

research studies to draw conclusion 

that go beyond those found in any of the 

individual studies.

In Trusting the Internet: New Approaches to Credibility Tools,  
David Lankes asks, “If youth are only exposed to vetted and “safe” 
resources, often pruned of a great deal of context and conver-
sation, how are students to gain the invaluable skills required 
to determine credibility on their own, outside of guided environ-
ments?” (Lankes, 115) 

Trust It? is a plug-in (figure 20) that approaches credibility assessment 
from different angles, is a bridge between controlled and 
independent experiences and would be available on aggregated 

websites such as Flickr, You-Tube and Google Images. A floating tool 
set (figures 21,22,23), managed by a Home Base. The tool set is movable to 
allow more control over the environment. Students may choose where 
to put the tool, how large or small it is and when is visible. Putting 
credibility assessment tools in the hands of students, rather than 
instructions encourages independent judgment. 

Each of my studies presents scenarios in which Alex uses the system 
to do research for various assignments related to her Language 
Arts Class. One objective for a Learning Arts class is that students 
can effectively gather and use information for research purposes. 
(Content Knowledge, A Compendium for Standards and Benchmarks 
for K-12 Education, 303 – 306) 

figure 20, TRUST IT? plug-in figure 21, tool in static state



figure 24, scenario one: start of search
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I am speculating that a web-site such as 

bigthink.com could play a supportive role 

and share expert sources. In addition to 

Big Think experts, there would be parents, 

teachers, peers and others.

This formal structure was informed by my 

three-dimensional analog studies in which 

I was interested in a spatial representation 

of categories of information.

What aspects of visual language and originating sources inform and 
educate students to the credibility of information? 

Credibility Cues
Because teens rely on look and feel (surface assessment) to 
determine credibility, I chose to explore how specific formal 
attributes or visual cues infer credibility. My goal was to provide  
a means for teens to increase knowledge about the visual 
information they encounter. 

In scenario one, Alex is searching for information for her research 
paper addressing the causes of global warming. Alex has chosen 
to search, “Is global warming caused by humans?” Trust It? search 
results are categorized by genres such as journals, blogs, collectives, 
news media and libraries. (figure 24) These categories include some of 
the original contextual information, such as genre or field of study, 
that is often lost in web searches that yield millions of results.  
No categories are considered entirely credible, so Alex is encouraged 
to make credibility assessments in all genres. The dynamic nature 
of the images hints at the level of credibility assigned by a team 
of experts: teachers, professionals and mentors who support the 
system. An image begins in a static state and its position, relative 
to the other images, depends on the amount of activity around that 
image. If many experts have discussed the image, it moves to the 
outer edges where it becomes more visible to teens. If an image has 
been deemed by experts less credible, it recedes back. If an image 
has been deemed more credible it advances to the front. 

Originating Sources
The web has changed the terms by which we judge sources.  
With print media, a source is viewed as single and authoritative, 
such as an editor or author, and is often spotlighted. For example, 
Opinion-Editorials in The New York Times feature Frank Rich’s name 
at the very top of the article, with similar hierarchy to the title. His 
name is as much associated with the OP-Ed as The New York Times.  
Online sources must be considered as one of many as much of online 
content is created by groups, or individuals that gather information 
from several sources and reposition it with their own voice. 

SCENARIO 1



For more information regaring the  

Home Base, see page 55.

NowPublic: Crowd Powered Media, is one of several participatory 
journalism websites that allows anyone to write, collect and share 
news stories. Upon rollover of any image, Alex is confronted with an 
animated source caption that directs her attention. (figure 25) 

An originating source is often buried or disconnected from 
information. On sites such as nowpublic.com, sources which may or 
may not be expert, are barely visible to readers. With participatory 
sites, such as Flickr, many authors use nicknames, further 
complicating assessment. Alex needs to view images on websites, 
such as Flickr, with a critical perspective but also recognize that 
they may be credible. A Flickr user, Ibrahim Mohamed (nickname 
IBU) provides a link to an article from the news service Reuters to 
support the argument made in his photo. (figures 26, 27, next page) Mohamed 
is a freelance journalist who maintains two weblogs and a Flickr 
account in which he is addressing global policy. In the photo Paradise 
Drowning, Mohamed shows the risk rising waters pose — a result of 
global warming — to his home in the Maldive Islands. This supportive 
information is buried and not present with the image. By bringing this 
information forward, Alex has a chance to evaluate the image and 
source utilizing the related and supportive content. 

Social Perception
Participatory assessment in Trust It? relies on contributions from 
teens and experts rather than on a system or single authoritative 
voice such as a teacher. The participatory approach allows students 
to understand that different people perceive an image in particular 
ways. Alex is shown what several experts think about the Paradise 
Drowning photo. (figure 27, next page) Expert credibility assessment moves 
beyond a simple five star system and requires a descriptive analysis 
of their findings. Alex can see this explanation and is able to reflect 
on varying points of view to reach her own conclusions.

Role of Experts
“In contexts of peer based learning, adults can still have an 
important role to play, though it is not a conventionally authoritative 
one. In friendship-driven practices, direct adult participation is 
often unwelcome, but in interest-driven groups we found a much 
stronger role for more experienced participants to play. Unlike 
instructors in formal educational settings, however, these adults 
are passionate hobbyist and creators, and youth see them as 
experienced peers, not as people who have authority over them” (Ito, 
Horst, Bittani, Boyd, Herr-Stephenson, Lange, Pascoe, Robinson, 39). 
In addition to seeing expert testimonial, Alex has the ability to build 
her own circle of experts. The activity of building the topic-specific 
circles of experts is addressed in the Home Base. By expanding the 
expert ring, Alex can see the expert’s analysis in a video testimonial. 
(figure 27, next page) It is critical that teens think through the expert 
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figure 26, scenario one: investigating an image’s source

figure 25, scenario one: kinetic caption



figure 28, scenario one: teen voting spectrum

figure 27, scenario one: reviewing attached articles and listening to experts
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Celebrity testimonials have been used as 

propaganda for decades and continues 

to be a problem today. Many people are 

trusted simply because they are recognized 

or represented in a favorable manner.

assessments, using them as a guide to make independent judgments. 
As Alex hovers over the picture of an expert, she can see the expert’s 
credentials and then makes a choice to view his or her opinions 
on the image’s credibility.(figure 27) At any time, Alex may choose to 
remove an expert. This deletion does not indicate agreement or 
disagreement with a point of view, but is rather an assessment of 
someone’s appropriateness to be included as an expert regarding the 
particular subject. For instance, a neurosurgeon would certainly be 
an expert in science but may lack knowledge in history. Context must 
be considered as experts are relative to each subject. 

Teens co-constructing knowledge through tools
After viewing supportive information and expert testimonials, 
Alex has the ability to share her opinion. (figure 28) Trust It? supplies 
a voting system. Upon rollover of various parts of the spectrum 
descriptive typography appears, ranging from trust to doubtful, and 
Alex can choose where to plot the image. (figure 29, next page) Credibility is 
determined by the group and by giving teens tools they become a part 
of the process. After making the decision, she is able to see how her 
vote changes the visual and interactive attributes of the credibility 
cues. In this case, Alex found the image credible and will see the 
image move forward rather than recede. Teens view themselves 
as part of information and value being involved in the assessment 
process. “The tools they seek out do not simply present credibility 
information, or third-party credibility assessments, but instead 
allow youth to participate in the conversation, and therefore the 
process of credibility verification and knowledge creation” 
(Lankes, 12). These online learning communities allow teens to 
critique knowledge. 



figure 29, scenario one:teen voting spectrum detail
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Design Approach
• Tints obscure all but the image being scrutinized in order to focus  
 attention, however, other side-by-side search results are slightly  
 visible to retain the search context. 

• Hand drawn three dimensional type, Blockhead, used for the voting  
 choices signals a teen aesthetic. My observations of teen websites  
 revealed that a hand-drawn aesthetic is popular. 

• Illustrations and typography escape containment as a  
 metaphor for a learning space that “breaks free” of  
 traditional rules and power structures found in schools. 

• Bright colors and unexpected animated behaviors push past  
 the expected look of work-versus-play environments, but care  
 has been given to use these details to support, not hinder, 
 reflective thinking. 
 
• Spectrums illustrate no right or wrong answer, but a  
 variety of possibilities. 

Next Steps
I would like to explore how teens upload video testimonials, like the 
experts, and if that video can be tagged or annotated. I think by 
giving teens the means to express themselves, academically, in a way 
that is consistent with their social interests, the barriers for critical 
analysis will be lower. 

In the early stages of my thesis development, I was interested in 
how mapping strategies can be used in education, particularly as 
they relate to alternative ways of teaching history. Mapping seems 
applicable to the spectrum voting. What would a trust to doubt 
continuum of all images offer the student? Would it reveal patterns 
in judgments? 



figure 30, scenario two: start of search

figure 31, scenario two: system prompt
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What online activities encourage students to critically analyze 
the visual language they view, create or alter in informal learning 
environments?

Teens seek out online spaces that they can make their own.  
My second study aims to create a learning space that is fully 
modifiable and controlled by Alex. She can move tools around freely, 
comment, write narratives and save creations, such as manipulated 
images, for others to view later. In scenario two, Alex is searching  
for images relating to three subjects, “Is global warming caused  
by humans?”, “Domestic violence, Rihanna” and “US presidents 1990 
– 2009” each of which relate to her research assignments in class. 

Didactic tools
The tools I have developed function as prompts for interaction and 
learning. When Alex chooses to roll over different parts of the tool set 
or an image, the system reveals a question. (figure 31) The questions are 
open-ended, but hint at the larger educational goal. Grant Wiggins 
and Jay McTighe refer to these types of questions as “essential 
questions.” Wiggins and McTighe state that questions can play a vital 
role in bringing core concepts together for students. Good questions 
should trigger student thinking and push it into areas previously not 
considered. “They serve as doorways through which learners explore 
the key concepts, themes, theories, issues, and problems that 
reside within the content, perhaps as yet unseen: it is through the 
process of actively “interrogating” the content through provocative 
questions that students deepen their understanding” (Wiggins and 
McTighe, 106).

Visual language is constructed 
As previously discussed, there is visual language of form just as there 
is with the written word. Every formal choice when photographing 
— whether made in the moment of capture or later when editing — 
affects the understanding of the message. Little research has been 
done on how teens understand the concept that visual language is 
constructed. Yes, tools are widely available for teens to alter images. 
A simple cloning tool allows a teen to change the background of an 

SCENARIO 2



Meaning is contextual

In the context of this search, “Is global 

warming caused by humans?” the two 

versions of the polar bear may trigger 

different conclusions. In many instances, 

images are analyzed in isolation and 

completely removed from context, which 

misses the point entirely. As teens look 

to visuals for narratives and information, 

analysis must occur in relation to the 

teen’s query. The image of the polar bear 

and the city would mean completely 

different things if they were not framed by 

the questions regarding global warming.

image. An image of a lone polar bear floating on a small segment of 
ice can be altered to look like a bear resting safely on a large bed of 
ice. (figure 32) This type of alteration affects the meaning of the image 
and the message. When Alex is searching for images related to her 
search, “Is global warming caused by humans?”, she is confronted 
with an image and when she rolls over the image, the cloned 
snow appears; when she rolls off the image, the snow goes away. 
Making a connection between time-based comparisons and Alex’s 
explorations, is meant to inspire further investigation into what the 
message means. A chat area in the same space as the images allows 
discussion among teens.

User annotations
Any marking, alteration, creation or writing left by a teen user such 
as the cloning of a polar bear can be saved with Trust It?. The goal is 
to encourage peer-to-peer learning and prompt student criticality.  
If the system does not automatically reveal user annotations,  
Alex may choose to explore that content on her own and further add 
to or alter.

Conversational learning
Teens are drawn to the social affordances of online environments. 
In the genres of hanging out and messing around, social interaction 
may be limited to conversational chatting through instant messaging 
tools. However, in more specialized knowledge areas, such as 
researching global warming, found in the geeking out genre, more 
in-depth dialogue may occur. My second study includes surface 
chatting and in-depth narrative to accommodate both learning 
situations. The “thoughts” area in the toolbar gives Alex a space to 
construct an argument about the poster advertising the documentary 
film An Inconvenient Truth. Alex is questioning the appropriateness 
of a manipulated image to promote a documentary film. (figure 33)  

 

Editing as analysis 
As Alex continues to scroll through the images in her global warming 
search, she comes to am image of a cityscape. (figures 34, 35) She notices 
that the sky is cloudy, but is blue. As she rolls over the manipulation 
tools, a question pops up: “How would this message change if you 
made the image look dirty?”. (figure 34) She chooses to adjust the color 
of the image, which makes the scene look polluted with smog.  
The system then prompts her with another question, “How did this 
message change when you made the image look dirty?”. (figure 35) 
The goal of this active student editing is to reveal that images are 
constructed and easily manipulated and weaken their role as a  
proof of theory.

figure 34, scenario two: before color manipulation

figure 35, scenario two: after color manipulation
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figure 32, scenario two: user annotation

figure 33, scenario two: creative writing space



figure 36, scenario two: headline tool prompt

figure 37, scenario two: headline tool
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Rihanna and Chris Brown are two young 

pop-stars. They have been heavily 

featured in media for the past several 

years, especially in teen forums. Recently, 

a domestic dispute between the two 

led to Chris Brown allegedly physically 

assaulting Rihanna. Police photos were 

leaked to the press showing a battered 

Rihanna. Teen response is a bit shocking. 

Many support Chris Brown and even picket 

with supportive posters. Much of the 

conversation centers on a potential duet 

that might “save their careers.” The New 

York Times featured an article including 

an image of the couple, with the headlines 

“Teenage girls stand by their man”.

(Hoffman, 1)

Aggregators are websites and feed readers 

that pull content from a variety of sources. 

Aggregators, such as Google News, pull 

content out of its original context.An 

article from The Chicago Sun Times is 

treated with the same hieracry as one 

from a lesser known paper such as Global 

and Mail. Aggregators shift the focus from 

source to content. 

Alex now chooses to search “domestic violence” and “rihanna.”  
She stops at an image of Rihanna and Chris Brown. She has seen  
this image a lot in the news lately and wants to explore how a 
headline will look. 

Comparative analysis 
As Alex hovers over the ‘headlines’ tool, she is prompted by the 
question, “How do these headline treatments affect your perception 
of this photo?” The headline in this case is “womanizer?” and is 
repeated in six different typefaces. (figure 36) The prompt alludes to 
the role that typography plays when juxtaposed with images. As Alex 
interacts with the headline tool, a headline, “Teenage girls stand by 
their man” from the attached New York Times article is presented on 
top of the image. She has the ability to play with different typefaces, 
positions, angles and colors. As she makes decisions about the 
typography, the system offers two other compositions in which the 
type is animated and styled. (figure 37) The challenge when dealing with 
such powerful pop culture images, is the degree to which teens can 
even focus on anything else and think beyond the celebrity. These 
options for typographic manipulation interferes with what these 
images are designed to do, captivate viewers. Type placed directly on 
top of the image and in motion, interferes with the celebrity image 
asking Alex to examine the roles headlines and captions play. 

Due to the slowness of print publishing, textbooks lack the ability to 
address such recent cultural occurrences as the Rihanna case. Today 
teens, like all other web users, are receiving news and information 
within minutes of the events. These pop-culture issues can, in online 
environments, become teaching moments.

Convergent media
As aggregators and social networking increase in popularity, teens 
interact with text, image, video and audio content all in one space. 
Alex continues to explore the Rihanna case and stops on a video 
from the MTV Video Music Awards in which Chris Brown and Rihanna 
perform a duet. The visual language of this spectacle is seductive. 
In order to shift Alex’s focus away from the content of the image, 
the celebrities, and to address the formal characteristics, the 
system narrows the focus. Alex can explore five formal properties: 
light, pose, special effects, cropping and props. In this scenario, 
the system has prompted Alex to focus on lighting. (figure 38, next page). 
With that notion foregrounded, she continues to watch the video 
as other images of the couple appear over time. The juxtaposed 
images are paparazzi, police and staged press photos. Each image is 
accompanied by a textual analysis. The goal is to bring attention to 
the role that lighting and juxtaposition play in creating messages. 
The “happy couple” changes dramatically when juxtaposed with 
a poorly lit, grainy and unedited image that lacks the finesse of a 
staged celebrity shot. 



Framing 
In the last search of scenario two, Alex searches for “US presidents 
1990 – 2009”. Framing is used in advertising, pop culture and news 
media. Like most public figures, such as Rihanna, US Presidents 
have a team of people working for them to ensure that in every 
image they are posed in the desirable way and surrounded by the 
necessary props to reinforce their image. Perhaps most importantly, 
undesirables are excluded from the frame. What is not captured 
in an image is as important part of analysis. In her “US presidents 
1990 – 2009” search, the middle image is of a speech given by former 
President Bush at Mt. Rushmore. Upon rollover, she is confronted 
with user annotations that show alternative framing options. (figure 

40) To further explore the idea of framing, Alex views all saves images 
that are related to this image. She sees nine different versions of the 
presidential speech image, all of which are cropped in different ways, 
resulting in varied messages. (figure 41) 

Design Approach
• Tints obscure all but the image being scrutinized in order to focus  
 attention, however, other side-by-side search results are slightly  
 visible to retain the search context. 

• The typographic system identifies two voices in this study:  
 the system voice is represented with a clean modernist typeface,  
 Aaux, and the teen voice is represented with a more fun playful  
 typeface, Tarzana.

• Only streaming images are fixed in position. All other tools and  
 attachments can be freely moved to reinforce ownership  
 over the space.

• A combination of hand drawn and vector illustration creates a  
 space that feels playful.

• The interface maintains an informal and casual aesthetic in order 
  to remain consistent with what teens crave about online spaces.

Next Steps
How captions and supportive information such as that in study one 
be incorporated into study two? I did not attempt to explore this 
during my thesis project, as I needed to stay focused to each sub-
question. My early 3-D studies are applicable to this idea. What if you 
could look behind the image or pull part of the image out to reveal 
more information? 

figure 38, scenario two: video tool prompt

figure 39, scenario two: video tool
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figure 40, scenario two:user annotation

figure 41, scenario two: comparison 



figure 42, scenario three: beginning image information
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SCENARIO 3
In what ways does understanding the history of an image inform a 
student’s ability to critically analyze visual language?

“Older youths may not have the knowledge base to contextualize the 
digital (or print) information they encounter” (Harris, 161). My third 
study follows Alex through two searches, “US Presidents 1990 – 2009” 
and “Integration at Central High School” and aims to assist her in 
understanding the past and present context of images. 

Iconic Memory
Events and people are often remembered through documentary 
images. In her Graphic Design Theory and Practice course, Meredith 
Davis explains that unless you were in New York City, September 
11th will be remembered through the images used in media rather 
than personal experience. Often one image is chosen to represent 
an event or person over and over, and eventually becomes iconic. 
Living in a highly visually mediated world, teens see hundreds of 
images everyday, many of which are repetitive. Through iconic 
memory, when one image is repeated again and again, a short-term 
mental impression is made. Jorinde Seijdel, author of The Subversive 
Effect of the Shadow Archive, states that when exposure to images 
is increased, the length of memory expands. In an age of image 
manipulation, repetition and side-by-sidenss, how can educators 
ensure that teens are understanding and remembering events and 
people through credible visual language? 

Two types of history
Two types of history are relevant to my study: the way that an image 
has been used over time; and the context within which an image was 
created. Continuing with her search of “US Presidents 1990 – 2009”, 
Trust It? provides Alex with a collection of iconic images related 
to the search terms. A roll over on each image reveals the subject 
matter, location and date and as Alex makes the selection, more 
images with the same key words appear. (figure 43, next page) The goal is  
to show the original context by providing a variety of images. In this 
scenario, Alex sees several images of Bush’s speech at Mt. Rushmore 
that frame the scene from various points of view. (figure 43, next page) 

This formal structure was informed by my 

three-dimensional analog studies in which 

I was interested in exploring what it might 

look and feel like to sort through a string of 

images in an online space.



She can also see how the images were used in newspapers three days 
later. (figure 44) Alex can zoom out to find a large timeline expanding to 
the current day, or zoom in to access more information. When she is 
in the full-timeline view, the system points out significant moments 
in time regarding the image as well as questions, such as: “Do you 
know that this image has been used as satire?”, “How has this image 
been used to convey a positive myth?” (figure 45) Through interaction 
with the images, Alex may gain an understanding of the entire event 
and see how an image has been used overtime. Furthermore, by 
showing the historical use of an image, Alex will see that diverse 
parts of culture perceive and understand images differently.

A medium is reflective of its time
Alex now performs a search, “Integration at Central High School” 
and the results mark the first example of solely black and white 
photography. I suspect that teens find black and white images more 
credible upon first assessment because the photos were created 
prior to digital manipulation tools. Alex selects an image tagged 
“Elizabeth Eckford, September 24, 1957”. A variety of images of 
Elizabeth, plus the other nine African American students who wanted 
to attend Central High School, appear, captures from various vantage 
points, cropped in a variety of ways. (figure 46) All provide important 
knowledge of the time period. When analyzing visual images Alex 
needs to understand the time in which the images were created. One 
clue to analyzing images is technology. A medium is reflective of its 
time. The fact that these photos are black and white and of lower 
quality is reflective of the technology available in 1957. To raise an 
awareness of this, the system asks, “Why are all of these images in 
black and white?” 

Context through other media
When Alex zooms in on one of the images, she sees tools that allow 
her to add related text, audio, images or video found online to help 
build a cohesive narrative of what a specific historical moment was 
like. (figure 47) Alex has found an audio testimonial from Hazel, the 
caucasian woman in the photograph, and a video clip from the PBS 
documentary, Eyes on the Prize. Alex decides to add the video and 
attaches an icon onto the image to represent the video. (figure 48) The 
video is also in black and white and is comprised of interviews, site-
specific documentary, speeches and reflective testimonial. As teens 
build their own database of an event, they may begin to understand 
the role that editing and curating play. They have the power to 
choose what content is included and discover that their choices may 
differ from popular culture. 

figure 43, scenario three: sorting through images 

figure 44, scenario three: expanding an image

figure 45, scenario three: macro view of timeline
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figure 48, scenario three: attaching video

figure 47, scenario three: expanding an image

figure 46, scenario three: sorting through images
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Design Observations
• Tints obscure all but the image being scrutinized in order to focus  
 attention, however, other side-by-side search results are slightly  
 visible to retain the search context. 

• Search image are visually held together with thin, thread-like  
 lines to give teens the sense they are pulling images out, or “digging  
 through” history. Library images posted by teens and those found in  
 the original search are displayed in contained areas. 

• A combination of hand drawn and vector illustration creates a  
 space that feels playful.

Next Steps
In order for teens to more thoroughly analyze images in relation 
to the time they were made, I am interested in developing a 
visual diagram that maps related images in one space. Figure 49 
demonstrates a rough schematic. The map might reveal that all 
images in 1957 were shot in black and white, and therefore dislodge 
the student’s association between black and white photography 
and credibility. It might reveal connections between events and give 
students a richer understanding of what 1957 was like for African 
American students. 

CONCLUSION
Perspectives are often shaped not by what students read in 
textbooks, but from what they see and read in the media, content 
their peers even sometimes create. Educators have a responsibility  
to teach students how to hold a critical perspective when engaging 
with professional and amateur visual language. Designers can  
help. Trust It? aims to teach students how to critically analyze  
visual language in a manner that is consistent with their current 
behavior; therefore, preparing them to be active and engaged 
students and citizens. 
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“The relationship between what we 

see and what we know is never settled” 

John Berger, Ways of Seeing, 7

FUTURE GOALS
I am interested in seeing how this study could be transferred to 
a public space such as a museum or library for collaborative use 
through large touch screens. It would be interesting to see how the 
public context would change the terms of use and user behavior. 
I would like to pursue more in-depth explorations into video and 
information design. 

Home Base
I have begun sketches for a Home Base of Trust It? that allows teens 
to manage its features, such as a library of resources, saved research 
paths and customized expert rings. The Home Base could also be used 
in conjunction with teachers or parents as an instructional tool. 

In the expert space, teens would be able to build rings of experts for 
each subject matter they are researching. The expert pool is divided 
into three categories: presumed, experienced and reputed. (figure 50, next 

page) “Presumed experts” are knowledgeable in a certain subject area 
relating to their profession. For example, we assume that a professor 
of sociology would be an expert in the same subject. “Experienced 
experts” are experts that the teens have interacted with before 
and trust, such as teachers or peers. “Reputed experts” would be 
recommended by other users or experts. Students choosing experts 
could be a teaching moment. If a student places a celebrity in the 
“presumed” category, it could be an opportunity to point out that 
recognizability doesn’t necessarily equal credibility. The tools show 
the experts’ credentials and their previous contributions to the site 
so a student can make a choice about inclusion. 

The library and path spaces are rooted in the question: What do we 
do with all of this information that is available online? I imagine the 
library functioning as a categorizing collection space where teens 
have full control over their resources. Rather than using rudimentary 
book marking systems found on most web browsers, every resource 
could be saved in a fully customizable space that forefront’s visual 
cues. When asked why students use image searches, one person 
stated, “Visual images stay visually in my mind. [I use a] Text search 
to add words and make sense out of it ” (Appendix A). 



figure 50

figure 51
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The path space would function as a visual mnemonic device to 
further assist building research habits online. When asked about 
research process, one student discovered that he looks up images 
related to research problem, follows links from that image source, 
then reads related articles. (Appendix A) The path that users create 
from links is valuable. Print media offers a formal protocol for 
footnotes and bibliographies that the web simply does not have. 
Online research is the primary method that teens use, but there are 
not many systems in place to support the behavior. The path space 
presents all previous searches by search terms and date. A user may 
select any search and see a visual breadcrumb path of images. (figure 

51) The images are grounded by keywords or related tags.
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LITERATURE
COGNITION
Norman, Donald. Things That Make Us Smart: Defending Human 
Attributes in the Age of the Machine. 
Donald Norman compares reflective and experiential cognition. The 
reflective mode is one of criticality, questioning and deep thinking, 
whereas the experiential mode is one of flow and expert behavior. 
Norman describes how people use computers and how the design 
of interfaces inhibit or support their experiences. Norman states 
that many times artifacts or conditions are designed for the wrong 
cognitive task. For instance, a highway signage system should be 
designed to be experiential and not reflective, as you do not want to 
have to slow down and stop on the highway to ponder the meaning of 
the signage. Reflective and experiential cognition are not separate, 
rather they have fuzzy boundaries.

EDUCATION
Dewey, John. Experience and Education.  
I would guess that many people find Experience and Education to be 
an evocative piece of writing on education. John Dewey criticizes both 
traditional and progressive methods of education and advocates 
for a pedagogy that incorporates personal experience. Dewey states 
that much of what is taught in schools is a final artifact, a completed 
idea, rather than something that is co-constructed by students. 
Dewey is also very interested in the level of control, both educational 
and social, that is imposed in schools.

MEDIA LITERACY
Buckingham, David. Media Education: Literacy, Learning, and 
Contemporary Culture. 
David Buckingham argues that media education is needed. He simply 
states that media shape students’ views. While focusing primarily on 
schools in the United Kingdom, he provides examples where media 
literacy should be situated within curriculum, including a cross-
curriculum approach. While most of the book focuses on traditional 
broadcast media, Buckingham provides a brief explanation of the 
need to address digital literacies. He ends the book by stating that 
media literacy should not be limited to the school curriculum and 
should connect with the community and the home. 



NEW MEDIA THEORY
Bolter, J. David and Diane Gromala. Windows and Mirrors: Interaction 
Design, Digital Art, and the Myth of Transparency. 
The introduction of the book provides an in-depth timeline, 
beginning in 1949, of pivotal moments in the evolution of the 
computer as a medium. Secondly, Bolter and Gromala discuss how 
online human interaction occurs through the technology and that 
the design of the conditions that enable the interaction matters, 
meaning that the interaction is never form free. The design is visible 
and adds to the experience. “If we only look through the interface, 
we cannot appreciate the ways in which the interface itself shapes 
our experience” (Bolter and Gromala,9).

ONLINE CREDIBILITY
Fogg, B. J. Persuasive Technology : Using Computers to Change What 
We Think and Do. 
B.J. Fogg states that there are four types of credibility online: 
reputed, presumed, experienced and surface. Reputed credibility is 
based on third party recommendations, links or other relationships, 
presumed credibility can be a media or cultural based assumption 
and experienced credibility is based on a user’s experience over time. 
Surface assessment, which is what people tend to rely on for their 
initial assessment, includes visual characteristics as well as more 
web-specific issues like download speed. Fogg dedicates an entire 
section of the book to understanding the meaning and usage of the 
word credibility . 

PARTICIPATORY CULTURE
Marchart, Oliver, ed. The Rise of the Informal Media: How Search 
Engines, Weblogs and You-Tube Change Public Opinion.  
The collection of essays found in The Rise of the Informal Media: 
How Search Engines, Weblogs and You-Tube Change Public Opinion 
addresses the ways in which our relationship with information is 
changing. “Wading in the Info Sea, An Interview with Richard Rogers” 
by Willem van Weelden explores what Rogers refers to as knowledge 
politics on the web. He focuses particularly on the role search 
engines play in controlling information that users are able to access 
and the implications this has for society. The interview explores a 
new research field called “web epistemology” that is highly informed 
by the issues of ownership, web democracy, authenticity of sources 
and algorithms in search engines. 

TEEN CULTURE
Tapscott, Don. Growing Up Digital : The Rise of the Net Generation. 
Don Tapcott looks into the minds of what he calls the Net Generation. 
His research reveals specific personality traits of this generation. 
Tapscott makes a clear assessment of the way in which growing 
up online has affected a generation. He states three impressions 
of the N-Gen personality to be acceptance of diversity, curiosity 
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and assertiveness and self-reliance. The acceptance of diversity is 
attributed to constructed identity and avatars online. Through the 
use of avatars, people are represented in ways far from their actual 
physical characteristics and sometimes may even be represented as 
an animal or abstract symbol. Teen curiosity is nothing new but this 
curiosity is extended into virtual worlds via the internet and gaming. 
Online tools have increased teen’s ability to be assertive and self-
reliant and to explore, question and debate with each other online 
without relying on parents or teachers.

Tapscott describes ten themes of the N-Gen culture: fierce 
independence, emotional and intellectual openness, inclusion, 
free expression and strong views, innovation, preoccupation with 
maturity, investigation, immediacy, sensitivity to corporate interest, 
and authentication and trust. Tapscott points out that teens must 
constantly consider the issues of authenticity and trust online. 
Through the use of teen testimonials, he reveals that many teens 
clearly understand that people online may lie or stretch the truth, 
because they themselves have participated in this behavior. Tapscott 
finds that authentication with a source will eventually lead to trust 
and that teens develop this through regular interaction. 

Palfrey, John and Urs Gasser. Born Digital: Understanding the First 
Generation of Digital Natives. 
Born Digital: Understanding the First Generation of Digital Natives 
comes to us ten years after Growing Up Digital by Don Tapscott. 
Palfrey and Gasser focus primarily on the overwhelming amount  
of information that digital natives must negotiate on a daily basis. 
Chapter seven, Quality, is introduces the discussion of trust with 
content from participatory sites such as Wikipedia. The authors did 
not place print or online content in better light regarding credibility, 
“There is no reason to believe that most information found online is 
of lesser quality than most information that is printed on paper.  
But what is often quite different are the mechanics by which 
information is viewed, edited, received, shared and reused”  
(Palfrey and Gasser, 158). 

Palfrey and Gasser discuss the differences in how digital natives learn 
as compared to previous generations. They argue that even though 
teens may not be reading newspapers or magazines for isolated doses 
of information, they are absorbing and interacting with vast amounts 
of information online. Both of these scenarios yield learning, but 
digital natives actually interact with the information in what Palfrey 
and Gasser call a feedback loop. Many teens actually add to the 
information online through online comments, linking and blogging. 



Digital Media, Youth and Credibility, Miriam Metzger and Andrew 
Flanagin 
The eight essays in the recently published book, Digital Media, Youth 
and Credibility address the challenges teens face with credibility 
online. In essay two, “Toward a Cognitive Developmental Approach to 
Youth Perceptions of Credibility” Matthew Eastin explains why certain 
age groups understand credibility differently. Young audiences have 
difficulty negotiating the intersection of primary messages with 
secondary or tertiary messages, such as advertising found in the 
periphery, due to their cognitive development. Eastin provides a good 
assessment of how children in each stage of Jean Piaget’s cognitive 
framework would approach credibility assessment differently. This 
essay presents the distinction between old and new media in relation 
to credibility issues such as trust, authority and source and that old 
models can not simply be applied to online environments. 

USER BEHAVIOR
Flanagin, Andrew J. and Miriam J. Metzger. “The Role of Site Features, 
User Attributes, and Information Verification Behaviors on the 
Perceived Credibility of Web-Based Information.” 
“The Role of Site Features, User Attributes, and Information 
Verification Behaviors on the Perceived Credibility of Web-
Based Information” is a rather dry study that provides abundant 
quantitative data. The results from this study show that overall, 
users tend to rely on the depth, design and complexity of a website 
versus author or sponsor. In addition, this study provides a nice 
summary of the lack of editorial supervision that is online and the 
shift in responsibility of credibility assessment to the user. 

VISUAL LITERACY THEORY
Van Leeuwen, Theo and Carey Jewitt, ed. Handbook of Visual Analysis. 
Chapter three, “Approaches to Analysis In Visual Anthropology”, by 
Malcolm Collier addresses the need to move beyond the structuralist 
analysis of imagery and consider the contextual relationships within 
the image and with other images. Collier recognizes that visual 
language is constructed through the choices made by the creator, but 
states that there is still much to learn from the image. If you analyze 
an image while considering the cultural settings, the image will begin 
to hint at larger social factors. To fully understand an image, you 
must also understand the social and cultural settings in which it was 
created. Collier warns against analyzing images in complete isolation 
where there are no ties to the surrounding systems. This is a crucial 
point, as many times we see images deconstructed in isolated ways 
as educators seek to reduce complexity. 
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